Cloud Migration
Guiding Customers on the Ultimate Azure Journey.

The Kforce team is always looking for ways to innovate and leverage data
to provide valuable insights to the business. We partnered with CCG to
pilot Microsoft Synapse for a few of our largest datasets. We saw incredible
time saving benefits during the pilot and will be expanding to other if not all
datasets in the near future.”
—Kevin Davis, VP of Analytics and Architecture, Kforce

Cloud migrations can be very disruptive and costly

DO YOU FACE THESE CHALLENGES?

to the business. By working with CCG, you’ll gain
access to certified technical and business-focused
consultants to guide you through your migration so
you can avoid risk, achieve a maximum return, and

• Is your staff knowledge level specific to Azure
not quite where it needs to be yet? Would it be
beneficial to learn alongside experts?

minimize problems with your cloud investment.
There is no denying that moving to the cloud
has many benefits, but it’s how you move to the

• Are you concerned that your cloud initiative will
take more time and cost more money than you
expected?

cloud that’s important. Often, businesses pay an
unintended premium for moving their data to the
cloud or get talked into merely performing a “lift

• Do you worry about a failed migration or fail to
see the return on investment quickly enough?

and shift.” We work with your company to develop a
plan that considers the ultimate goals for your data
and analytics while optimizing your environment.

• Are you worried that moving to the cloud isn’t
enough? That your team will still face challenges
with the data in your environment?
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CERTIFIED CLOUD ENGINEERS TO GUIDE YOU
IN:

1

KEY BENEFITS OF PARTNERING WITH CCG

Azure Migration

• 100% Azure Certified Experts

As a Microsoft Gold Cloud Partner, 100% of

• Compliance certifications with SOX, SOC2,

our experts are certified in Microsoft Azure.

HIPAA, ITAR, and Safe Harbor/Privacy Shield

Our experts help you deploy or shift your

• Data, analytics, strategy and governance

solution the right way the first time. Our

expertise ingrained in every cloud migration

consultants are backed by in-depth data,

• 99.8% customer retention for cloud services

analytics, and cloud infrastructure expertise,
understanding the right way to deply new or
existing applications, infrastructure, and data
platforms.

2

36%

Database Migration
Having a single source of truth for your
enterprise data is essential. We work with
you to understand the current database
environment and aspirations and fine-tune

Percentage of error-related
cloud breaches involved
misconfigurations on databases
(Forbes, 2019)

the system features to create operational
efficiency. As a Microsoft Gold Data
Analytics Partner, our consultants have
the technical understanding beyond just
infrastructure to further prepare your
environment for your data needs.

3

Hybrid Cloud

Migrate to Azure with confidence and see if

CCG helps you deploy your infrastructure

special Microsoft funding is available for your

with system architecture utilizing best

organization.

practices and experiences gained from
complex deployments in the cloud. We will

Learn more by visiting our Cloud Migration Page.

further help manage the migration, provide
DevOps services, and help you integrate
with current IT assets. By leveraging CCG
to help you with your hybrid cloud, we
can ensure you have the right security,
compliance measures, and post-migration
configuration.
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